Par ts CleAni ng

Naval Center Develops
Innovative Parts Cleaner
ENvIroNmENtally frIENDly systEm haNDlEs CrItICal ComPoNENts
that CaN’t bE ExPosED to watEr bEforE CoatINg.
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new solvent cleaning units will have
replaced 20-year-old washers and
dryers that were used to clean critical
components before coating. These
components are important because
aircraft wheels accelerate from zero
to 180 knots or more in seconds.
On landings, they bear the aircraft’s
weight and deceleration force from
touchdown to stop in just a few seconds. All the while, critical bearings
make each forced motion possible.
Tolerances are such that no critical part may come in contact with
water. The only liquid these critical
parts ever come into contact with is a
solvent designed to penetrate heavy
grease, dirt and bits of corrosion
suspended in the grease, and then
to carry them all away. In the Clarus
PCS-10, only the solvent returns after
it is filtered from the rest. It must be
sprayed again from many directions
while the basket of critical items is
repeatedly raised and lowered, targeting all the hard-to-reach surfaces.

Cleaned Parts no
longer Carried
The PCS-10 brings immediate changes aboard ships.
Sailors no longer carry cleaned
parts across a maintenance
room to another unit to dry
them. Instead, they clean the
parts and remove them dry
from the new, self-contained
units for evaluation, repacking
(with grease) and re-use. The
old, manual units also required
constant resetting, while the
new system is completely automated and cleans faster.
“The installations we do
aboard ships take two to three
weeks,” says Dan Burton, corrosion control installation lead at
NAWCAD Lakehurst. “Initially,
there is hesitation as we represent change, but by the time we
complete the installations and
operator training, they love us
and the solvent parts washer.”
“In a year and a half, we

have had no complaints about
the washer or our training. By the
time we leave the ship, all sailors
that would need to use the unit
are fully capable of operating the
parts washer.”
In addition to increased productivity and operator safety, another
benefit of the PCS-10 system is
that, in addition to aircraft wheel
bearings, it can clean virtually any
other small part that cannot be
exposed to water, as long as it fits
in the load basket and is below the
weight limit. n
Information provided by NAWCAD
Lakehurst Public Affairs
this new Clarus PCs-10 landbased and shipboard solvent part
washer was recently installed at
naWCad in lakehurst, n.J. the
environmentally friendly and
automated machine is used to
clean aircraft wheel bearings and
other critical components.
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